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EXCITATION MODES IN NON-AXIAL NUCLEI

Amiram Leviatan and Joseph N. Ginnochio
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory Los Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT

Excitation modes of non-axial quadrupole shapes are investigated in the
framework of interacting boson models. Both -y-unstable and "),-rigid nuclear
shapes are considered for systems with one type of boson as well as with proton-
neutron bosons.

Quadrupole distortions in nuclei allow for deviations from axial symmetry.
There axe some experimental indications for the onset of triaxiality in transi-
tional nuclei and for its relevance for high-spin states. In this work we examine
two kinds of non-axial Shapes: 7-unstable and -),-rigid. The analysis is carried
out in the framework Of algebraic models with one type (IBM-1) and two types

(IBIVI-2) of monopole (s t) and quadrupole (d t) bosons. _ We employ a recently
suggested method for identifying the intrinsic and collective components of al-
gebraic Hamiltonians and their normal modes. 2-4

In IBM-1, the expectation value of the Hamiltonian in a coherent state, 5
which is a condensate of N bosons,

IN;ft,7> = (N!)-'/2[b_(fl, 7)] NO> (1)

1 (d_ + d t s t 2)
b_ = (l+fl2)-'/2[13cosT.d_+/_sinT._ -2)+ ] (

defines an energy surface E(fl, 7). The global minimum of E, denoted (ii0,70),
determines the equilibrium condensate IN;/30,70 > which acts as an intrinsic

state for the ground band. This intrinsic state serves to separate the Hamiltonian
(H) into intrinsic (Hint) and collective (Ht) parts. Hint is defined to have

N; ii0,70 > as an exact zero-energy eigenstate and to have the same shape for
its energy surface _ that of the full H. He is defined through the relation
H -- Hint + He. To discuss excitation modes one introduces the following
deformed bosons which complement b_ (2) in forming a complete orthonormal

basis b_(_,7) i = c,_,7, x,y,z

b_ = (1 + f12)-'/2[cos7, d_ + sin'),. _2_2(d_ + di_2)-/3s t ] , (3a)

1 (d_ + di__2) sin d_ (3b): -

=" b_- v/_21(dl+dt_,); b;- v/_21(dl-dt_l) ; b_- _2(d_-dt_2). (3c)

Selecting in (2) _'md (3) the equilibrium deformations (¢?0,70) produces the "ap-
propriate" basis for a given H. The deformed bosons in (3) represent excitations
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of the condensate N; 30,7o > (2) which involve/_-7 vibrations and z, V, z ro-
tations. Some of these excitations are "spurious" modes (i.e. degenerate with

'.' .... IN;/_0,70 > - the exact ground-state of Hint) while others are intrinsic modes.
The former _e Goldstone bosons associated with spontaneously broken sym-
metrics in N;/30,70 > and signal collective motions. Tile intrinsic modes are
obtained by rewritting Hi,Lt in terms of the "appropriate" basis and preforming
a Bogoliubov treatment suitable for large N. The leading order (in N) Bogoli-
ubov i.nmge of Hint (denoted Hi_Bt.) displays harmonic oscillators only in the
intrinsic modes which are therefore decoupled from the "spurious" Goldstone
modes. The distinction between these two types of modes will become clearer
in the discussion below and is elaborated in more detail in refs. [2,4,6].

To describe rigid triaxial shapes (/_0 > 0, 0 < 7o < 7r/3) in the IBM-1, the
Hamiltonian is obliged to contain three-body interactions. 6 The energy surface
of the corresponding Hint exhibits a 7 dependence of the form: cos2 37 and
cos 37. The leading order Bogoliubov image HiBt takes the form

There are two intrinsic modes (co_ and wt) for a rigid triaxial shape. They are
obtained by diagonalizing a 2 x 2 matrix a and involve symmetric (s) _-mdanti-
swnmetric (a) combinations of/3- (3a) and 7- (ab) bosons. The three Goldstone
1,;osonsmissing from (4) are b_, b;, b'_ (3e) associated with rotations about the
,c, V, z axes, which are spontaneously broken in the triaxial condensate.

For a 7- unstable shape, the corresponding Hint is an 0(5) scalar (0(5) is

t,he group generated by (dtd) (L), L = 1,a) and the associated energy surface is
independent of 7. HiBnt for this case takes the form

HiB,, -- A(#)b_b# . (5)

Only the/_- boson survives here as an intrinsic mode. The z-y-z- (3c) and 7- (3a)
I)()sons are all missing from HiBt (5) and correspond to the Goldstone bosons of
t,tm spontaneously broken 0(5) symmetry.

In IBIVI-2 one encounters monopole and quadrupole bosons for protons (Tr)

and neutrons (v). Two sets of deformed bosons b_,o (i = c,_,7, x,y,z; p = rr, ul
are introduced. 4 The proton (neutron) basis is obtained from expressions (2)-
(3) by inserting/3,_, 7,_ (/5,,-),,)and using proton (neutron) bosons. The neutron
1)asis is also rotated with respect to the proton basis via three Euler angles
_-2- (¢, 0, _b) to account for therelative orientation between the two quadrupole
shapes. The intrinsic state is now a product of 7r-v condensates and the intrinsic-
collective resolution of the Hamiltonian exists. The energy surface depends in
general on seven variables: _0, 70, f_. In the present work we focus on deformed
(/_0 > 0) non-axial but aligned (f_ = 0) shapes.

In IBM-2, the presence of 7rand u degrees of freedom allow for rigid triaxial
shapes already with one- and two- body interactions. The possible aligned
triaxia.l shapes obey 0 < 7,r 7_ 7v < 7r/3. The energy surface (for f/= 0) of the
relevant Hint displays a 70 dependence of the form: cos(7_- 7,), cos2(7,_-7,),



cos(7,r + 27,) and _:os(27_ + 3`,). The dia gonalized form of Hi,S,, is

Hi,Br = E A_')fl_a_ + A(_*)bt_"b*_+ "_(_Y)bt_,by_v + '\(,")bt'_b:_.. (6)
c_--1.4

There are7 intrinsicmodes forsuchtriaxialshapes.The modes f_ (c_- I-4)

areobtainedby diagonalizinga 4 × 4 matrixinvo]vingthebosonsb_,r,b_,r,b_u,

b.ft,,The 3 remainingintrinsicmodes areone-dimensionlscissors,nodescorre-
spondingto counter=oscillationsofprotonsagainstneutronsabouteachofthe
a×es.Thesemodes (denotedby (xa),(ya),(za))arecompsedof_'mtisymmetric

i combinations of xp, of yp and of zR bosons (p = rr, u). The 3 symmetric com-
° binations of these bosons are missing from (6) and are the Goldstone bosons of

O(13) rotations broken spontaneously in the triaxial 7r-u condensate.
{ As an example of a 7-unstable Migned shape we consider a rr-:' configuration

with equal but otherwise arbitrary equilibrium values of 70' The correspond-
ing Hint is a scalar under the O,r+,,(5) group (generated by a direct sum of
the generators of O,_(5) and 0,(5) ). Its energy surface (for f_ = 0)exhibits
a 7p dependence of the form: cos(7,_ -3'_) and cos2(7,_ -7,). It should be
noted that unlike in IBM-1, in IBM-2 the concept 7-unstable does not mean
3`-independence. In 7r-_,systems, -),-unstable means that the energy surface de-
pends only on a particular combination of the 7p. In the case considered here,
t.lle energy surface (for f_ = 0) depends only on 3`,_-- 3`, but not on 3'_ + 7,. The
correspo_lding HBt has the form

i
Hi,13,,= A_#)bt_.,b#_+ A(,,#)btz_b#_+ A_,[b:ab_,+b_ab_,+b_b=a+b_b-y_, ] . (7)

There are 6 intrinsic modes in this case. Two one-dimensional _ modes involving
symmetric (/%) and antisymmetric (/3a) combinations of _,_ and/3, bosons. In
addition there are 4 degenerate intrinsic modes (denoted (xa), (ya), (za), (Ta))
involving antisymmetric combinations of xp, of Yo, of z 0 and of 3'o bosons. The 4
symmetric comninations of the latter bosons are missing from (7) and correspond
to the Goldstone bosons of the broken O_+,(5) symmetry.

The selectivity of E0 transitions may be used to distinguish different shapes.
The one-body E0 transition oprator is a scalar under 0(5) in IBM-1 and under
O_+,(5) in IBM-2. As such, for a -),-unstable shape it can connect the J = 0+
ground state only with the J = 0+ state belonging to the # band in IBM--
1, and in IBM-2, only with the lowest J = 0+ states in the symmetric- and
_mtisy_nmetric- /3 baz_ds. In contrast, for triaxial shapes, the rotationa: states
do not have good 0(5) symmetry and the previously mentioned selection rules
do not apply. This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy.
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